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Bike Bundle Insta360 V2 (ONE RS/ONE X2/ONE R/ONE X/GO 2/X3)

Insta360 V2 bike accessory kit (ONE RS/ONE X2/ONE R/ONE X/GO 2/X3)
Capture every moment of your bike tour! The Insta360 Bicycle Accessory Kit is the perfect solution for all active lifestyle enthusiasts. It
comes with a camera mount and practical chest suspenders, so you can record your footage from different perspectives. The accessories
are compatible with Insta360 ONE RS / ONE X2 / ONE R / ONE X / GO2 / X3 sports cameras. The kit also includes additional items such as
adapters and mounting screws.
 
Discover new recording perspectives
Discover new recording opportunities! The handlebar mount will allow you to securely attach your camera to the handlebars of your bike.
Whether it's a mountain descent or riding on city streets, the mount will  keep your Insta360 camera in place, providing the necessary
stability. What's more, it features a ball joint, so you can easily adjust the right angle for recording. It also comes with an adjustable chest
harness to which you can easily attach the camera. This is  an excellent option for anyone who wants to record dynamic shots from a
first-person perspective.
 
Included
handlebar holder
chest harness
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anti-slip pad x4
handlebar holder extension
¼" 2-pin mounting adapter
¼" 3-bolt mounting adapter
mounting screw x4
Manufacturer
Insta360
Model
CINSAAVN
Name
Bike Bundle (new version)
Maximum weight of the camera
handlebar mount: 300 g, handlebar brace: 250 g
Handlebar diameter
With rubber pads: 0.8-1.6 cm 
Without rubber pads: 2.2-3.5 cm
Recommended maximum riding speed
60 km/h
Compatibility
Insta360 cameras: GO3 (an additional Quick Release bracket is required for mounting, available for sale separately) / X3 / ONE RS (1-inch
360) / GO2 / ONE X2 / ONE R / ONE X

Preço:

€ 74.00
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